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ABSTRACT 

Palm oil is one of main commodity in Indonesia. Indonesia is also the largest 

palm oil producer in the world with an export value in 2015 reached 18.65 billion US 

dollars, or about 13.5 percent of total non-oil exports. Nevertheless, the industry is 

difficult to growth. Recently,the government have desire to do a moratorium palm 

plantation. Allegations of deforestation, burning of land which causes thick smoke, and 

other negative issues, still often heard. It is a challenge for the oil industry to be able to 

convince stakeholders about the benefits of sustainability of this industry. 

Good corporate governance (GCG) has an important role for the sustainability of 

the company's business. This paper aims to propose a corporate governance (CG) rating 

model which can be used by companies of oil palm plantations are numerous in 

Kalimantan. 

CG rating model is based on government regulations and empirical studies 

which refer to the Limited Liability Company Act, Bank Indonesia Regulation and Best 

Practices CG. CG rating model also consider the CG rating models that exist in 

lnclonesia. 
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1. BACKGROUND 

The Oil palm plantation business is a business 'that has unique characteristics, 

which resulted in two groups of goods and services at the same time (Sipayung, 2012). 

The group of public goods such as carbon dioxide cycle, the oxygen cycle and the 

hydrological cycle that is built in the process of assimilation/photosynthesis and oil 

palm plantations resparasi enjoyed together. While private goods through a specific 

production process, produce food, feed ingredients, pharmaceutical materials, 

lubricants, etc. These items are items that are needed by living things, including 

humans. 

The diversity of products makes the palm oil industry has a wide economic 

scope. The wide scope of the existing economy in agribusiness palm oil can be imaged 

from the Figure I. below: 

Figure I. Palm oil agribusiness economic sphere 
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Say's law states that production creates its own revenue (supply creates its own 

demand). Based on this law, do not be surprised if the economic potential contained 

from the palm oil industry is very large. Once the production process of oil palm 

plantations in progress, potential resources are spread in every area of utilized, creating 

employment opportunities, private goods and environmental services produced, as well 

as revenue generation occurs. The larger the oil palm plantation business, the greater the 
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revenue that is created both for those who are involved directly or indirectly in the 

production process of oil palm plantations. 

Indonesia is the largest palm oil producer in the world with an export value in 

2015 reached 18.65 billion US dollars, or about 13.5 percent of total non-oil exports, So 

it is not surprising that oil palm is one of the commodity in Indonesia. From the data 

PASPI (Palm Oil Agribusiness Strategic Policy Institute), although the acreage of oil 

palm which is 17.0 I million hectares of soybeans is still smaller than l 11.27 million 

hectares, but the productivity of oil palm is the highest, ie 4.27 tonnes per hectare per 

year compared to soybeans which is only 0.45 tons per hectare per year (republika, 

2016). 

Nevertheless, the industry is difficult to grow. Logically, if we want to grow by 

increasing production, palm plantation area should be increased. In 2016 The 

government is even willing to do a moratorium palm plantation. Allegations of 

deforestation, burning of land which causes thick smoke, and other negative issues are 

often heard. It is a challenge for the oil industry to be able to convince stakeholders 

about the benefits of sustainability of this industry. Good corporate governance (GCG) 

has an important role for the sustainability of a company's business. 

In Indonesia, Corporate Governance (CG) is no longer seen as a mere accessory 

but implemented as a system of values and best practices are fundamental (Arafat and 

Waluyo, 2010). Through the Decree of the Minister of SOE (BUMN) No. 117/2002 on 

the application of' CG in state-owned enterprises (SOEs), the government seeks to 

implement good corporate governance (GCG). Kornite Nasional Kebijakan Governance 

(KNKC) is also formed to prepare the basic framework: of the implementation of GCC. 

And to encourage the creation of a healthy business climate in Indonesia and become 

part of' the enforcement of good governance which is being implemented by the 

Government (as mentioned Boediono as Coordinating Minister for Economic Affairs of 

the Republic of Indonesia in KNKG 2006, p. 1), the KNKG in 2006 has published 

Guidel ines Good Corporate Governance of Indonesia, 

Various CG models developed in many institutions and countries. CG models 

developed normally adapted to the conditions in which the company is domiciled. 
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Therefore, many experts argue that the CG model varies between industries and 

countries (Luo, 2007). Rezaee (2007) mentioned that some institutions have developed 

models Rating CG. 

2. OBJECTIVES AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

This paper aims to propose a model CG Rating, especially those that can be used 

by companies and industrial oil palm plantations are numerous in Kalirnantan. This 

paper is also expected to contribute to the enforcement of Corporate Governance (CG) 
• through the development Rating model of good corporate governance (GCG), especially 

those that can be used by companies plantations and the palm oil industry. 

3. DEVELOPMENT OF GCG RATINGMODEL 

3.1. Definition and Enforcement Institutions of GCG in Indonesia 

There is no single definition on GCG (Rezaee 2007). Understanding of the three 

institutions in lndonesia on GCG is expected to provide a sufficient understanding of 

GCG. According to The Indonesian Institute for Corporate Governance (ITCG), GCG is 

a concept of good corporate governance, where it is covered by some form of protection 

against the interests of shareholders (public) as the owner of the company and its 

creditors as external funding. This means that the system is a good Corporate 

Governance wi 11 provide effective protection to shareholders and creditors to obtain the 

return (return) on investments with fair, accurate and efficient as possible, and to ensure 

that management acts as best she could do for the benefit of the company. Meanwhile. 

the Forum for Corporate Governance in Indonesia (FCGI) defines corporate governance 

as a set of rules that are interconnected between the shareholders, management, 

cred i tors. govern men ts, w.orkers and stakeholders internal and external company more 

respectful rights and responsibilities of each. And the Center for Good Corporate 

Governance (CGCG) defines CG as a system consisting of various functions and the 
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various parties involved in order to maximize value creation by the company through 

the principles of corporate governance generally acceptable. 

The three institutions above the institutions that they have sought the 

enforcement of corporate governance through the provision of rating I rank GCG 

implementation mechanism. Rating I rank GCG implementation mechanism is regarded 

as a tribute to the company that has been managing the performance management well. 

This of course makes a lot of companies are motivated to improve their corporate 

governance in order to continue to earn the trust of stakeholders through the 

implementation of the results of rating corporate governance mechanisms (Warsono, et 

al., 20 I 0). 

3.2. Principles, Values, Functions and Participants of GCG 

In Indonesia. the CG is no longer seen as a mere accessory but implemented as a 

system of values and best practices arc fundamental (Arafat and Waluyo, 2010). 

National Committee for Good Corporate Governance (KNKGCG) which was formed in 

1999 by decree of the minister: KEPI 31 I M.EKUlN I 08/1999 has issued guidelines 

for good corporate governance (GCG). These guidelines have been refined several 

times. The latest was in 2006 by the National Committee on Governance (Komite 

Nasional Kebijakan Governance /KNKG) in lieu KNKGCG. KNKG issued a Code of 

Good Corporate Governance Indonesia. Five basic principles of good corporate 

governance according to the KNKG (2006) are as fol lows: 

1. Transparency, Transparency intent here is: a). Companies should provide material 

and relevant information in a way that is easily accessible and understood by 

stakeholders. b). Companies must take the initiative to express not only the 

problem that required by the legislation, but it is also important for decision 

making by shareholders, creditors, and other stakeholders. 

2. Accountability. Accountability intent here is that companies must be able to take 

responsible to explain their performance in a transparent and fair. Therefore, the 

company 111 ust be properly managed, sea !able, and according to the company 

while taking into account the interests of shareholders and other stakeholders. 
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3. Responsibility. Responsibility The intent here is that companies must comply with 

the legislation and to implement responsibilities towards society and the 

environment so that it can maintain long-term sustainability of the business and 

gain recognition as a good corporate citizen. 

4. Independence. Independence intent here is that companies must be managed 

independently so that each organ of the company does not do111 inate the other and 

can not be interfered with by other parties. 

5. Fairness and Equality. By this is meant the company must always take into 

consideration the interests of shareholders and other stakeholders based on the 

principles of fairness and equality. 

Code Provisions addition, KNKG also issued a code of conduct that can be a 

reference for the company organs, (the board of commissioners and directors) and 

employees in applying the values and business ethics to become part of the corporate 

culture. The code of conduct is in line with the stipulation of interest GCG. And to 

achieve success in the long term will require the implementation of GCG with based on 

high integrity. Ethical guidelines include the company's values which constitute the 

moral basis in achieving the vision and mission of the company that defines the 

character of the company, as well as business ethics is a reference to the company in 

conducting business activities included in interacting with stakeholders. 

Al the beginning of the rise of CG required, those considered most responsible for 

tile success of CG is the board of directors (Warsono, et al., 20 I 0). The board of 

directors considered that perform the function of oversight, enforcement, supervisory, as 

well as advisory. But along with the increasing complexity and risk, then the functions 

associated with developing CG, and carried out by the various participants. Here are 

five participants that can be associated with the functions performed in the development 

of CG. 

1. The board of directors (BOD); mainly running the oversight function. 

2. Executive Officers; especially the enforcement function. 

3. The board/committee (board of Com m issioners/cornm ittees ); prirnari ly a 

supervisory and advisory. 
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4. Audi tor, inc I udes the interna I auditor and the external auditor; primarily a 

Assurances. 

5. Stakeholders, including, among other shareholders, creditors, governments, 

customers and the community and the environment; mainly running monitoring 

function. 

3.3. GCG Rating Model 

The design of the measuring instrument for CG Rating will be based on two 

perspective, which of principles and participants prespectives. Therefore, it can be 

formed matrix (5 x 5) to develop the necessary tools in order to measure the exact 

measurement or the quality of CG companies. Purpose of this matrix is, each participant 

(5 participants) should meet all the principles of CG (five principles) has been 

determined. Therefore, this formulation rating modeling should be able to design a 

variety of measurement tools that can assess the degree of fulfillment of each principle 

CG by each participant. 

The first perspective is used in the design of corporate governance models are 

associated with parties that should participate in the implementation of CG. There are 

five groups or participants and their respective functions, namely: I. The board of 

directors (oversight); 2. Any executive officer (enforcement); 3. The board/commission 

(supervisory and advisory); 4. Auditor (assurance); 5. Stakeholders (monitoring). While 

both perspectives used are the principles of CG. The CG models were based on 5 CG 

principles, namely: 1. Transparency; 2. Accountability; 3. Responsibility; 4. 

Independence; and 5. Fairness. 

Figure 2. below represent of the GCG rating model which developed in this 

research. Further explanation about this, will be presented at the next parts of this paper. 
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Figure 2. GCG Rating Model 

Principles and 
Trnnsparaucy Accountability Responsibility Independency Fairness Participants 

Board of Director i issue (70 point) 6 issue (70 point) 2 issue (20 point) 2 issue (20 point) 2 issue (2 0 point) 

Board of Commisioner 2 issue (20 point) 7 issue (i O point) 6 issue (70 point) 2 issue (20 point) 2 issue (20 point) 

Executive 2 issue (20 point) 2 issue (20 point) 7 issue (iO point) 6 issue (i O point) 2 issue (20 point) 

Supporting Profesioual 2 issue (20 point) 2 issue (20 point) 2 issue (20 point) 7 issue (70 point) 6 issue (7 0 point) 

Stakeholders 6 issue (70 point) 2 issue (20 point) 2 issue. (20 point) 2 issue (10 point) 7 issue (70 point) 
• 

3.4. Tools Design of Measuring Model 

Tools design of measuring GCG rating models are to identify the level of 

compliance with each of the principles CG by each participant. Of 5 x 5 matrix which 

became the GCG rating model, there arc 25 cell lineages. Each cell has a draft specific 

questions to measure the level of compliance with certain principles by certain 

participants. Each cell has at least 1 measuring tool but the number of measuring 

instruments used can vary among cells due to customize the functionality of the main 

participants in the implementation of CG. 

For example, the board/committee (board of Commissioners/committees) can be 

expected independence as possible council committee that the company raised entirely 

from external parties. In contrast, although some members of the board of directors did 

not come from the executive authorities, but it is not easy to believe the level of 

independence of the board of directors throughout most of the board 111e111bers is at once 

an executive officer. 

In summary, the CG models emphasize the design of measuring tools for each 

participant CG is as follows. 

1. The board of directors (DD): measuring tools focuses on assessing the level of 

fulfillment of the principles of Transparency and Accountability. 
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2. Executive officers (PE); measuring tools focuses on assessing the degree of 

realization of the principle of Accountability & Responsibility 

3. The board/committee (DK); measuring tools focuses on assessing the degree of 

realization of the principle of Responsibility and Independence. 
4. Auditor (AU); measuring tools focuses on assessing the degree of realization of 

the principle of Independence and Fairness. 

5. Stakeholders (PK); measuring tools focused on assessing the degree of realization 

of the principle of Fairness and Transparency. 

3.5. Type of Measurement 

There are several kinds of measuring instruments, here used three forms of 

questions that become Rating measuring instrument is as follows: 

I. The question in the form of dichotomy, namely the question whose answer can be 

either Yes or No. 

2. The question in the form of discrete, that is the question to which the answer may 

be the rating I ranking. 

J. Questions in the form of a continuous, that is the question to which the answer was 

obtained through interviews, discussions, field observations through content 

analysis, and other methods that are relevant for data collection. 

3.6. Determination Score Measure Tool 

Measuring tools used must be specified quantities score for Rating. Assuming 

the use Rating Third-party assessment, the total maximum score in Rating CG is 1000 

(one thousand) points. The scoring is based on some of the following provisions. 

1. The existence of a measuring tool in the measurement matrix; cells that become 

the focus of assessment (primary cell) to measure compliance with CG by 

participants obtain a higher score than cells that do not become the focus of 
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assessment (sup-porting cells). Based on a 5x5 matrix is constructed so that there 

are IO primary and I 5 cell supporting cells. Each of these primary cells generate 

a maximum score of 70 points so that the maximum score for overall primary 

cell is 700 points. Meanwhile, each of the supporting cells generate a maximum 

score of 20 points so that the maximum score for overall support cell is 300 

points. 

2. The type of measuring instruments; scoring for each type of question with the 

folio-wing basic conditions: 

a. Questions dichotomous (yes I no); scores used are O and 

b. Questions discrete (Very bad up to very good); score used is O; 0.2; 0.4; 

0.6; 0.8; and I. 

c. Question continuously; score used is from Oto a certain maximum value 

that can be different for each cell. 

3. Measurement per cell; number, type, and quality questions can be different for 

each cell. However, the final score of each cell must be converted to a score of 

20 for supporting cells, and be a score of 70 for the main cells. The maximum 

score possible is produced in a cell is converted to a score of 20 (supporting 

cells) or a score of 70 (primary cell). 

3.7. Rating Category 

Based on the accumulated scores of all the cells contained in the measurement matrix 

CG measurement results can be grouped into five status. Assuming the use Third-party 

assessment rating, the provisions on the determination of the status of rating are as 

follows: 

I. Good; if the total score of at least 850 of a total maximum of I 000. 

2. Fair; if the total score is between 650 to 849 out of a total maximum of l 000. 

3. Bad; if the total score of less than 650 out ofa total ofup to 1000. 

3.8. Rating Applications 

CG Rating Model is designed to be applied easily by the entity. To achieve these 

objectives, the application Rating CG divided into two types, namely: 
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I. Rating based self-assessment; This application is basically measure the quality 

of CG entities performed by the entity itself without having to use the help of 

another party to perform Rating. The questions posed are essentially objective in 

nature and easily verifiable existence. Results Rating is intended for self 

evaluation for entities that wish to know the extent to which these entities CG 

quality at a given time. 

2. Ratingbased third partiesassessment; This application is basically measure the 

quality of CG entities by third parties, ie external parties who are competent and 

independent. Tn addition to using measuring tools used in applications Rating 

own, Rating third party is also using the questions whose answers obtained 
• through research that dcta i I by the competent institutions and independent. A 

third party collects the answers to the questions that need answers Continuous 

through research, and checking the suitability of the answers to these questions 

and discrete dichotomy with the real conditions of practice. 

Therefore Ratingbased self-assessment application (itself) is part of Ratingbased 

third parties scoring for Rating application itself srnal !er than the scores for Rating third 

parties. Also, the status of the application RatingRating between themselves and third 

party applications are different. 

Total maximum score or measuring the quality of GCG for Rating application 

itself is 600 points which is 60% of the total score of a maximum of Rating third-party 

applications (1000 points). Thus, the determination of the maximum score for each cell 

is also adjusted, which is IO main cells, each cell consists of a total maximum score of 

42 (60% of 70). and 15 cells supporting each cell consists of a total score maximum of 

12 (60% of20). 

Rating final status for the application itself can be classified as follows: 

a. Look good (look good); if the total score achieved a minimum of 510 points. 

b. Look fair (visible enough); if the total score reached 450 to 509 points. 

c. Look bad (look bad); if the total score is less than 449 points. 
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4.CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF MODEL . 

1. There are two main perspectives in the measurement of CG, the participant's 

perspective, and the perspective of principle. Participants involved in achieving 

CG includes a board of directors (board of directors), executive officers, board of 

directors I commissioners (board of Commissioners I committees), auditor, and 

the stakeholders (stakeholders). The fifth participant to contribute in achieving the 

CG based on their respective functions. Furthermore, the principles used by the 

CG CG models include Transparency, Accountability & Responsibility. 

Responsiveness, Independence, and Fairness. 2 Based on this perspective it can 

then be arranged measuring tools are valid and 'reliable in order CG ratings 

organ ization. 

2. Rating CG models is expected to be carried easily by the company. Therefore, 

there are two types of applications Rating CG, namely self-assessment can be 

done by a company that is measured, and third-party assessment performed by a 

competent and independent parties. Furthermore, the measurement model 

designed to meet the needs of CG to CG measurements in the present, while 

designed to be developed dynamically to meet the needs of the CG measurements 

in the future. 

3. Limitations of CG models offered Rating this is universal so it can apply in a 

variety of different entities. Due consideration of priorities, CG measurement 

model discussed here focuses on the measurement of CG for companies that have 

public accountability. As a consequence, the measurement model CG demanded 

the development and adjustment, without having to change the basic framework, 

if an organization other than a public company hopes to be able to measure the 

CG rating model this CG. 

4. This research can be continued until the GCG implementation can be enforced. 

Ongoing research on this topic can happen. This is because the dynamics of which 

are owned by business entities affected by the surrounding environment is too 

dynamic. Especially for the oil industry are facing the issue of a moratorium so as 

to make this industry can not thrive. Necessary trust and a strong sense of the 

sustainability of this industry. One major to foster trust and confidence is the GCG 

thorough implementation of all related components and stakeholders. 
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